
Na. Sonya Hiller 	 1/30/92 
2717 Moot Ave., 
Mobile, AL 36606 

Dear PIs. (filler, 
I'm now 70, in impaired health, and cannot find time to respond to letters in the 

detail those who write me might like. Sorry. 

There is no defening the media's record of the past but what people like you have no 

way of knowing is that "'tone is rapping off your minds with your purses. His movie is 

based on a fraud and travesty and it is an unhidden exploitation and commercialization. 

He began by promising that it would be non-fiction, would record their history for the 

people, telling tJ,em who killed their President, why and how. 

He didn't, he knew he couldn't and wouldn t but he saw the commercial possibilities 

and made thu most of them, mc:mmhile burying truth deeper and deceiving and misleading 

the trusting and sorrowing people who believed him. 

The media's attitude has been bad, not what we are entitled to expect of it. But it 

is not uithholdong the fact; the government is, to the degree they exist. 

but there is no solution in the records that are still withheld because the crime 

itself was never really investigated. 

Stone's line that the CIA did it is his self-promotional lie. He knows very well 

that l began the exposure of what he was up to. I'd; written him without response, two 

months before he began filming. 

I think the top journalists are both ignorant and captives of their own pasts. They 

don't want the truth out or to have to work with it or for their contacts to be embar-

rassed. 

To the degree that Stone raised public consciousness he has also created new public 

frustration and misinformed more people. Public consciousness was high anyway from, y 

mail. Unless you think self-serving lies are useful, this movie isn't. 

Oyu estimate the political situation as I do. We both believe that ioplo shpuld 

inform themselves and that the goilernment lies. So what makes lies by the Stones good 

and how does misinforming people inform them? 

1 wish I could be more optimistic or did not have to say what you do not want to hear 

to be honest with you. 

The list is enclosed. 	Lett[ us just hope! 

cerely, 
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